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Dear Parent,
Namaskar!

Digital Literacy Championship for Students Aged 8-14 years

Digital literacy means understanding technology, and using it responsibly to stay safe online.

UNESCO says “Students with well-developed digital literacy skills score better in all areas.”

Upto 400 top scoring students from Level 1 will compete in the India Finals for 100+ awards
& recognitions including coveted title of “INDIA CHAMPION OF DIGITAL LITERACY.”
COMPUDON JUNIOR, championship on Digital Literacy, now in Season-IV, continues to build
upon the legacy of COMPUDON (www.compudon.in)

The material for the exam has been mailed on the Microsoft Teams Id.

The Exam Objectives are:

The Season IV objectives are designed to provide young participants with a solid foundation in
digital literacy, while stressing on keeping them safe online.

Computer Basics- This chapter includes understanding computers and their importance in
today’s world starting from how to start a computer and turn it off, different computing devices,
hardware & software components, basics of networking, memory, performance, Windows 10 and
more.
Accessing Information and Communicating Online- This chapter incudes cloud
services, the internet, world-wide-web. Search engines, online transactions, email, instant
messaging and social media.
Participating Safely and Responsibly Online- This chapter includes different types of
threats & protection from them such as natural threats, threats form human actions, online
communication, securing email and instant messaging, dealing with junk mail. Protection from
hackers, phishing attacks, online predators, securing a computer and copyright violations and other
legal concerns.
Creating, Collaborating and Managing Content Digitally- This chapter covers all
things digital from digital audio, digital video to digital camera and digital photography and OTT.
Editing videos, different formats, streaming, and downloading videos. Web conferencing, online
entertainment services, and more.
Disinformation, Misinformation and Fake News (New Chapter)- This chapter
explains the age of disinformation, difference between disinformation & misinformation, fake
news.Explains about media literacy and how media literacy can help us combat the above? How to
do fact checking and what are digital ethics?
Cyber Security Basics (New Chapter)- This chapter includes what is cyber security, who is
a cyber-criminal, fundamentals of cybersecurity concepts, the threat landscape, different types of
attacks, and different mitigation strategies.



Web 3.0 Basics (New Chapter) - This chapter covers the evolution of 3rd generation of web
technologies. How is web 3.0 different from the earlier versions, and what makes it unique and
more sophisticated? This also includes basics of AI, Machine Learning, Blockchain, Crypto
Currencies, Digital Rupee, NFTs and Meta Verse.

(Separate exam for classes III- V & for classes VI & above)

Digital Literacy Championship Exam for classes III-VIII will be conducted on 07-08-2023.

Any queries: Call/ WhatsApp- 83830 56545/ 95829 99887 OR email: info@compudonjunior.in

Warm Regards
Neha Singh
Head Mistress
Sparsh Global School


